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ABSTRACT

Maintenance and evolution are the keys for developing a successful software product. Software
maintenance in the area of software engineering is defined as modifying a software product after
its delivery to the customer in order to remove the faults, and improve the software quality and
performance. During the software evolution, the design of the software becomes complex which
reduces its maintainability. Most of the companies incur huge losses for scarping off projects
when they fail to meet the completion deadlines. Code smells are the surface indications which
affect the maintainability of the software. Code smells disturb the maintainability of the code by
starting a chain reaction of breakages in dependent modules which makes it difficult to read and
modify. Therefore, it becomes important to propose a solution which can generate maintainable
software by efficiently removing the code anomalies present in the software in less time as
removing all possible code smells is a tedious process.

This work empirically investigates the impact of removing three prominent code smells, long
method, god class and feature envy in six possible combinations from 16 open source java
applications. The work applies appropriate refactoring techniques to the object-oriented software
classes of the sample java projects with the help of tools. The classes are firstly prioritized in
ascending order on the basis of a proposed metric called Maintainability Complexity Index (MCI)
that is based on maintainability index and relative logical complexity metrics. The code smells
are removed in six possible permutations as per the rank of the classes. The results comprise the
analysis of maintainability predicting metrics (MCI, MI, RLC) values for the software versions
obtained from the removal of code smells in different permutation sequences. Further, the work
aims to yield those code smell removal sequences which give the most maintainable software
versions in order to assist developers and researchers in saving valuable efforts in producing high
quality software.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
In modern day software development, maintenance and evolution are the keys for a
successful software product. Software maintenance in the area of software engineering is
defined as modifying a software product after its delivery to the customer in order to remove
the faults, and improve software quality and performance. Software maintenance is an
important part of software development life cycle. During the evolution of a software, its
design becomes more complicated; hence reducing the quality of the software. According to
an estimate [1], the maintenance activities account for about 90% of the total project cost.
Adding new product features, modifying the code for improving the quality, and correcting
the bugs majorly contribute to these costs. The decision over a given software change is
demanding and requires expertise on the part of software developers. Software refactoring is
a simple approach that enables engineers and developers to restructure the existing code
without changing its external behavior [4]. Hence, with a specific end goal to restrain the
support cost and enhance the quality of the product at the same time, software companies
attempt to incorporate refactoring practices as a vital step in their maintenance and
development processes [11]. While developing the code, developers are required to enhance
its quality—for example, maintainability [12]. Due to the expensive nature of software
maintenance activities, the market is being overwhelmed with the low quality software
products. It becomes difficult to assess the maintainability of the software as it depends on
various varying factors namely, individuals, tasks and tools, in addition to the code [2]. The
deadline of the project plays a vital role in its success. Most of the companies incur huge
losses for scarping off projects when they fail to meet the completion deadlines. Therefore,
researchers and developers are looking for solutions to obtain maintainable software with less
effort, time and cost.

1.1 Code Smells
1.1.1 Description
Code smells, also known as bad smells, in software engineering, refer to any symptoms in
the source code of a program that indicate deeper problems. As indicated by Fowler and Beck
[4], “a code smell is a surface indication that corresponds to a deeper problem lying in the
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system”. Code smells are specific patterns in object-oriented software systems that prompt
troubles in the maintenance of such systems [8]. These smells adversely influence framework
lifecycle properties, such as testability, understandability, reusability and extensibility;
eventually resulting in maintainability issues. Basic examples of code smells incorporate
duplicate code, long method, god class, feature envy and long parameter lists. Code smells
are generally associated with implementation-level constructs include classes, methods,
statements and parameters [10]. Previous studies found that these smells increase the faultproneness of software making it more difficult to maintain [13]. As defined by Fowler [4], 22
code smells can be divided into 5 categories: bloaters, change preventers, object orientation
abusers, couplers and dispensables.


Bloaters: This category refers to those code smells types in which functions, classes,
etc. are elongated and has become difficult to understand and work with them.
Examples are God Class, Long Method, Data Clumps and Primitive Obsession.



Object orientation abusers: All these smells are incorrect or incomplete application
of object-oriented programming principles. It includes temporary field, switch
statements and alternative classes with different interfaces.



Change preventers: This code smells category makes it strenous to perform even
small modifications in source code. It includes shotgun surgery, divergent change,
and parallel inheritance hierarchies.



Dispensables: Dispensable means pointless and unneeded code whose absence would
make the code cleaner, more efficient and easier to understand. This category includes
comments, duplicate code, dead code, data class, speculative generality and lazy
class.



Couplers: This category of code smell represents that code structure has high
coupling or unnecessary delegation. It includes inappropriate intimacy, feature envy,
middle man and message chain.

1.1.2 Detection Techniques
Different methods have been proposed to detect and eliminate the code smells. These bad
smells can be detected in a variety of ways.
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Research has been to evaluate the accuracy of various code smell detection tools [6]. They
assessed the tools precision and realized that there exists a trade-off between the count of
correctly found entities and time spent to validate. Rasool et al. [20] exhibited an up-to-date
review on the state-of-the-art tools and methods used in code smells mining from the source
code of different applications.
There are several strategies that can be applied in code smell mining and detection.


Manual Technique: Manually detecting code smells requires a wide experience with
programming and a profound knowledge of software design. Furthermore combining
through code and searching for code smells can be a tedious and a time consuming
task. A multi novel approach has proposed rules that can detect the code smells [25].
MOGP (Multi-Objective Genetic Programming) is used to find the best trade-offs
between minimizing the detection of examples of well-designed code and maximizing
the detection of code smells examples. Formalization of a set of manual inspection
rules, termed as reading techniques, which help in diagnosing defects in objectoriented systems is one of the manual detection technique. The reading techniques
help to concentrate the developer on some aspect of the code design with the aim that
analyzers should cover maximum code smells [27]. Such techniques are considered
more reliable due to human involvement, but they are time-consuming, developercentric and also ineffective for analyzing large systems.



Textual Technique: TACO (Textual Analysis for COde smell detection) [21] is a
textual technique to detect the code smells. It identifies Long Method smells instances
in source code by the analysis of the textual information drawn out from the code
blocks in a class method.



Architecture Based Technique: Utilizing architecture-sensitive information in the
identification of code smells enables developers to be aware of the presence of the
anomalous code elements which are critical to the architecture design [17]. This
eventually suggests that developers could detect such anomalies upfront and thus,
degradation stages involved in the projects can be avoided. A vast majority of the
anomalous code components related to architecture design issues are constituents of
one or more agglomerations (associating code anomalies which explicitly relate to
one another in the code implementation) [5]. Specific types of agglomerations are
preferred markers of architectural problems over others.
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Metrics Based Technique: Detection strategies for metrics based rules formulations
catch deviations from good design standards and heuristics. The approach suggests a
higher abstraction level in working with metrics and provided a legitimate means to
express relevant “good design” rules and heuristics in quantifiable way [15]. DÉCOR
[19] is a way to embody all the steps required to define detection techniques. A
detection technique called DETEX upheld by a DSL uses high level abstractions to
specify code smells. With DETEX, developers can refine the details systematically, as
indicated by the detected suspicious classes.



Machine Learning Technique: In machine learning technique, the code smell
detector evolves with the accessibility of new generated data. If the training data is
provided, the detector can easily identify various other code smells [22]. SVMDetect,
is based on support vector machines and detects anti-patterns [7].



Mining Version History Technique: HIST is an approach to detect ﬁve different
code smells [30]. HIST exploits co-changes by extracting versioning systems. These
ﬁve smells have been identified on the basis of their usefulness in historical analysis.
These smells include: Blob, Shotgun Surgery, Feature Envy, Divergent Change and
Parallel Inheritance. A historical detector for each smell is defined, using association
rule discovery [3].
Table 1.1 Code Smell Detection Tools [32]
Tool

Type
Eclipse Plugin

Supported
languages
Java

Automated
refactoring
No

Direct link to
code
No

Checkstyle
Décor

Standalone

Java

No

No

Iplasma

Standalone

C++, Java

No

No

Infusion

Standalone

C,C++,Java

No

No

Jdeodorant

Eclipse Plugin

Java

Yes

Yes

PMD

Eclipse Plugin

Java

No

Yes

Stench Blossom

Eclipse Plugin

Java

No

Yes

1.1.3 Code Smell Detection Tools
Table 1.1 gives an overview of the tools that help in detecting the code smells. These tools
vary greatly in formalizing detection methodologies and have different level of competencies.
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Determining whether the piece of code contains bad smell(s) is somewhat subjective and still
lacks standards. Some tools have been developed to improve code quality during software
development, while other tools support activities which enhance the maintainability of the
software.
It is still difficult for most of the tools to perform refactoring automatically on detected smells
(for example JDeodorant is one of the tools which gives choices for refactoring), but modern
IDEs are usually capable of performing refactoring automatically, also if they need user
guidance. It is desired that the code smell detector tools should understand the cause of the
smells and they should not display information related to code smell detected in such a way
that it causes overloading for the programmer by increasing the complexity of the code.
In this study, JDeodorant (see section 3.3.1) is used as it supports code smell detection for
various types of code smells and eliminates them by applying appropriate refactoring.

1.2

Refactoring

Refactoring improves the internal design structure of the object oriented software while
maintaining its external behavior. The term was initially introduced by William Opdyke in
his PhD dissertation [50]. It became more popular and practical with the publication of the
book Refactoring: Improve the Design of Existing Code by Martin Fowler in 1999 [4].
Refactoring is based on reorganization. Refactoring reorganizes and restructures the classes,
variables and methods in order to allow future extensions and adaptations, so that the
software can have better external quality atrributes, for example, maintainability, reusability
and extensibility.
Opdyke [50] stated that it is easy to modify an object oriented program than any other
program. The key insight is that it is easier to correctly rearrange the code if its functionality
is not changed. The secondary insight is that it is easier to change functionality if clean
(refactored) code is available. Refactoring makes the code simpler and cleaner. Many people
think that refactoring is somewhat related to re-writing the code, but it is not. There is a
technical difference between the two. By performing refactoring, the code becomes elegant
but its functionality is not compromised or changed, but re-writing the code changes its
functionality. Refactoring exposes simpler components which are used in making complex
expressions.
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Refactoring Techniques

In order to eliminate code smells, refactoring is performed. It is the way of modifying code
structure of the software system but its external behavior should not be affected or modified
[14]. As indicated by Kent Beck “Refactoring is a change to the software that does not
change its behavior, but improves some nonfunctional quality – understandability, simplicity,
performance and flexibility”. Refactoring techniques are believed to enhance the non
functional attributes such as maintainability, readability, understandability, reliability etc. of
the software system.
Existing refactoring techniques can be categorized as:


Big Refactoring: Refactoring techniques belonging to this category turn data record
into objects, separate domain logic into individual domain classes, create subclasses
where each subclass represents a special case. It includes tease apart inheritance,
separate domain from presentation, extract hierarchy, convert procedural design to
objects.



Composing Methods: The refactoring techniques which belong to this category
systematize methods, removing assignments to parameters, introducing explaining
variable and method inling. It includes extract method, inline temp, replace temp with
query, Inline Method, split temporary variable, substitute algorithm, and remove
assignments to parameters.



Feature Moving Between Objects: Refactoring techniques belonging to this
category effectively move functionalities among classes, create method on server for
delegate hiding, generate new classes from existing ones and conceal implementation
specifics to prevent public access. It includes move method, extract class, hide
delegate, introduce local extension, remove middle man and move field.



Organizing Data: These refactoring techniques assist in handling data, disentangling
of class associations making them reusable and portable. It includes replace data
value with object, replace array with object, , duplicate observed data, change
unidirectional

association

to

bidirectional,

self

encapsulate

field,

change

bidirectional association to unidirectional, replace magic number with symbolic
constant, change reference to value and change value to reference.
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Simplifying Conditional Expressions: This category addresses issues related to
logic of conditionals which will become more complex over time. It combines
sequence of conditional tests producing the same result into single conditional
expression. It includes consolidate conditional, decompose conditional, replace
nested conditional with guard clauses consolidate duplicate conditional fragments,
replace conditional with polymorphism and remove control flag.

 Dealing with Generalization: This type of refactoring techniques are associated with
migrating responsibilities along the hierarchies of class, introducing new interfaces
and classes and replacing inheritance hierarchies with delegation and vice versa. It
includes pull up constructor, pull up field, push down method, push down field, pull
up method, extract superclass, extract subclass, extract interface and replace
delegation with inheritance.


Signs of refactoring needy code: This type of refactoring indicates the code that
might be needing refactoring, for example, if a class is changes too frequently then its
functionally can be extracted into separate classes or methods. Similarly, if parameter
lists are too large then the parameters of no use can be eliminated. It includes large
class, long method, long parameter list, shotgun surgery, divergent change, lazy
class, middle man, inappropriate intimacy.

1.4 Effect of Code Smells on Maintainability
Code smells are signs of design issues that can lower code maintainability. The existence
of code smells seems to be an ideal indicator to assess the maintainability. However,
professional software developers have not explored this assumption in controlled studies.
As per Fowler [4], design problems appear as "bad smells" at design or code level that
can be eliminated by applying appropriate refactoring, i.e. technique that improves the
structure of the code without modifying its behavior. As various code smells can be
automatically detected, it is appealing to evaluate their scope to expose factors that affect
maintainability. Dhaka et al. [34] presented empirically the relationship between
maintainability and sustainability (in terms of energy) by removing three notorious code
smells (long method, god class and feature envy), individually and sequentially.
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Motivations

This section describes the motivation behind this study. Software maintenance task is very
expensive and tedious. Maintaining the software is a broad activity which includes correcting
the errors, enhancing the capabilities, and optimization. Hence, it is required to reduce the
effort spent on software maintenance so that the overall cost of the software project can be
reduced. This forms the main reason for the recent interest in refactoring activities.


Wongpiang et al. [29] created possible sequences of refactoring techniques usage and
applied each refactoring technique to the code. They separated the optimal sequence
of refactoring techniques usage from possible sequences of refactoring techniques by
using greedy algorithm. They evaluated their approach with source code having Long
Method, Feature Envy and God Class bad smells by comparing the result of the
changed source code between applying the approach and without applying sequence
of refactoring techniques usage.



Choudhary et al. [24] proposed an approach which identifies and prioritizes object
oriented software classes that are in need of refactoring. They firstly identified the
architecturally relevant classes as well as the most refactoring-prone, and then based
on the code smell information generated class ranks.



Tarwani et al. [26] proposed an approach to evaluate refactoring sequence by using
the greedy algorithm. The algorithm selects locally optimal solution at every stage
with the hope of finding global optimal solution. The sequences that are generated are
applied to the source code to calculate the sum of software maintainability values. The
approach identified the best refactoring sequence which will increase maintainability
and enhance the quality of the software.



Dhaka et al. [34] analysed the impact of removing code smells individually and
sequentially. They presented an empirical relationship between maintainability and
sustainability (in terms of energy) by removing three code smells (long method, god
class and feature envy).



Castillo et al. [82] analyzed the impact of removing god classes on two open source
software applications in terms of energy consumption using JDeodorant. Results
obtained from their study suggested that removing god classes increase energy
consumption of software applications as message traffic increases. Their study
indicated that a better architecture in terms of maintainability can be worse in terms of
consumption of power.
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The above literature and the literature similar to it constituted the motivation for this work so
that we could exploit the optimal code removal sequence that results in a software version
with highest maintainability and hence increases the quality of the software.
1.5.1 An Example
This subsection discusses three cases to find out the code smell removal sequence which
produces the most maintainable software in comparison to other possible sequences. Various
code smell removal sequences permutations is applied on the railway ticket reservation
system and which sequence gives the maintainable software is also suggested. Case 1
compares and analyses the removal of long method code smell instances and the feature envy
code smell instances. Case 2 compares and performs analysis on the removal of feature envy
code smell instances and then god class code smell instances. Case 3 describes the
comparison and analysis on the removal of long method code smell instances and then god
class code smell instances.
Case 1: Consider a railway ticket reservation system which has numerous transactions being
performed simultaneously. Thus, it becomes the need that the system must be maintainable as
every transaction should be atomic and must be consistent and durable. Class Passenger has
two long methods, SearchTrains() and ReserveSeat() and these methods are also responsible
for feature envy as they access the data more from class Ticket. As shown in Figure 1.1, to
remove feature envy code smell, move method refactoring technique is applied and both the
methods move to class Ticket from class Passenger. Methods SearchTrainsR() and
ReserveSeatR() are created in class Ticket by applying extract method refactoring technique
to remove long method code smell. This has created another code smell namely, god class
and due to which class Ticket becomes complex and its maintainability is reduced. If long
method code smell is removed first as shown in Figure 1.2 by extract method technique, then
SearchTrainsR() and ReserveSeatR() are created in class Passenger. And now the possibility
arises that to remove feature envy code smell, these newly created methods move to class
Ticket. By applying this sequence, the size of both the classes becomes almost the same, and
then they can be executed in the memory simultaneously, which further reduces the
computation time of the project.
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Move
Method

Extract
Method

Extract
Method
Move
Method

Figure 1.1 Removal of Long Method
after Feature Envy

Figure 1.2 Removal of Feature Envy
after Long Method
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Case 2: Class Passenger is a god class containing long methods SearchTrains() and
ReserveSeat(). To remove god class code smell extract class refactoring technique is applied
which creates a new class PassengerProduct which contains some of the functionalities of the
class Passenger.

Extract
Class

Extract
Method

Extract
Method

Extract
Class

Figure 1.3 Removal of Long Method
after God Class

Figure 1.4 Removal of God Class after
Long Method
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In the process of creating new class, some of the methods such as ViewSchedule(),
PurchaseTicket() and CancelTicket() move to class PassengerProduct. Now to remove long
method code smell, extract method technique is applied on class Passenger which creates
methods SearchTicketsR() and ReserveSeatR() as shown in Figure 1.3. By applying this, the
class Passenger again becomes the god class having long methods. Thus, if the other
sequence is followed i.e. if long method code smell is removed first, then two methods
SearchTrainsR() and RserveSeatR() are created in class Passenger as shown in Figure 1.4.
Now by applying extact class refactoring techniques, the possibility is that these newly
created methods move to class PassengerProduct. Due to this, the functionality is divided
between both the classes and thus the system becomes more maintainable.

Case 3: Class Passenger is a god class containing two long methods namely, SearchTickets()
and ReserveSeat() and has feature envy code smell, as these methods access more data of
class Ticket. Thus, to remove god class code smell, extract class refactoring technique is
applied, which creates a new class PassengerProduct having some of the functionalities of the
class Passenger. The new class thus created has methods, ViewSchedule(), MakePayment()
and ReserveSeat(). Now to remove feature envy code smell, the methods SearchTrains() and
ReserveSeat() are moved to class Ticket as shown in Figure 1.5. Due to such movement, the
dependency increases as now class Ticket is dependent on both the classes as methods from
both the classes have moved to class Ticket. Due to the inter dependency, the overhead
increases, and more CPU cycles get wasted in the calling of functions. This decreases the
maintainability of the project. Now, if feature envy code smell is removed before god class,
then, the methods SearchTickets() and ReserveSeat() move to class Ticket as shown in Figure
1.6. Extract class technique is then applied on class Ticket which creates new class
TicketProduct containing ReserveSeat() and UpgradeBerth(). This has less dependency and
thus the system created is more maintainable.
The three cases presented help to justify the most optimum code smell removal sequence.
The code smells removed in the suggested sequence by the three cases discussed above gives
the most maintainable software.
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Figure 1.5 Removal of Feature Envy
after God Class

Move
Method

Extract
Class

Figure 1.6 Removal of God Class after
Feature Envy
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Introduction

Research Objectives

As a part of this dissertation work, following objectives are framed:
Objective 1:
To find whether removing code smells in different permutations yields different software
maintainability.
Objective 2:
To empirically find the code smell removal sequences that provide the most maintainable
software.

1.7

Thesis Outline

The rest of this thesis is structured as follows:


Chapter 2 provides the literature review on code smell detection and prioritization
approaches. It also provides the summary of work done till now in the related area.



Chapter 3 presents an in-depth explanation of the experimental design and
methodology.



Chapter 4 presents the experimental results and analysis with a brief description of the
findings.



Chapter 5 concludes this study and highlights some possible future directions.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
This chapter reviews the literature related to various code smell detection techniques and
tools. It also discusses the prior work in prioritization of code smells, refactorings and classes
and the metrics predicting the maintainability of the software. Section 2.1 presents the
literature surveyed on maintainability predicting metrics. Various code smell detection
techniques are explained in Section 2.2. The tools that help in detecting the code smells have
been described in Section 2.3. Section 2.4 discusses the need of prioritization and several
ways in which code smells can be eliminated by prioritizing. Section 2.5 reviews various
refactoring sequencing approaches. Finally, the chapter ends with the summary described in
Section 2.6.

2.1

Software Maintainability Metrics

Software metrics can be defined as functions which are used to measure the characteristics of
source code such as number of lines in a source code, number of methods, number of classes,
coupling between objects etc. Metrics are very useful as they help tracking down the risks
and those code sections that can be troublesome in future. Maintainability is characterized as
the ease with which a software system can be maintained. It cannot be measured directly as it
is an internal attribute of the system. However, one can measure maintenance process
attributes which are influenced by software maintainability, such as the time required in
making a change. As we are interested to calculate maintainability during development and at
delivery time, these maintenance process measures mentioned above are available too late.
An answer for this issue is to build models to predict the maintenance process measures from
software product measures like coupling, cohesion and complexity [42].

The software

metrics can be broadly categorized as dynamic metrics and software metrics.
Dynamic Metrics: These metrics are computed to capture the run-time characteristics of
software systems such as dynamic message count, dynamic coupling between objects etc.
Static Metrics: These metrics capture static characteristics of software systems such as
number of methods, lines of code etc.
Following is the description of maintainability predicting metrics. All these are static
metrics.:
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Lines of Code (LOC): The metrics LOC defines the number of lines in the source
code after excluding comment lines or blank lines.
Maintainability decreases as LOC increases. It is noted that the modules with LOC
between 100 and 150 has minimum change density [40].



Number of Classes (NOCl): This metric computes the total count of classes present
in the source code.



Cyclomatic Complexity Number (v(G)): This metric computes the complexity of
source code and is used in white box testing. It calculates the number of independent
paths in a program.
Maintainability decreases as v(G) increases.



Maintainability Index (MI): Maintainability Index measures how maintainable (easy
to change and support) the source code is. It is used in various software metric tools,
including the Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 development environment, which uses a
shifted scale (0 to 100) derivative. It consists of several metrics, including McCabe’s
Cyclomatic Complexity (CC), Halstead’s Volume (HV), percentage of comments
(COM) and lines of code (LOC) and These metrics are combined into a single
formula:
(2.1)



Relative Logical Complexity (RLC): This metric is defined as the number of binary
decisions divided by the number of statements. The formula to calculate this metric is:
(2.2)
The code becomes less maintainable as relative logical complexity increases.

2.2

Code Smell Detection Techniques

Code smells represent symptoms of poor code implementations. There are various ways to
identify code smells based on the techniques that analyse the code. Code smell detection is
the primary step in the refactoring process. The code smell detection techniques research
started in 1999. Martin Fowler [4] introduced the concept of code smells along with the
corresponding refactoring techniques for their removal.
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The code smell detection techniques are usually based on the computation of different kinds
of metrics and aspects related to the domain of the system being analysed, where its size and
various design features are generally not taken into account. These techniques utilize source
code metrics to detect the code smells in the source code and calculate the metric values from
the source code using some third party tools. They apply thresholds to these calculated
metrics values. But the same set of metrics cannot detect all the code smells as code smells
have different implementation variations. Hence, these techniques are unable to identify all
22 Fowler’s code smells.
Visualization-based code smell detection techniques [81] use the semi-automated process for
to detect code smells. These techniques integrate the human expertise capability with the
automated detection process. But these techniques have scalability problems for large
systems. These techniques are also error prone because of wrong human judgment.
Different strategies apply different techniques for code smells detection. For instance,
Duplicated Code can be detected by using different techniques, or by using a set of metrics
that detect the exact code duplication. For Feature Envy, strength of coupling that a method
has to methods which belong to foreign classes is measured. Several metrics are used for its
detection: Access to Locality of Attribute Access (LAA), Foreign Data (ATFD), and Foreign
Data Providers (FDP). Lanza and Marinescu [44] proposed these metrics and their thresholds.

2.3

Code Smell Detection Tools

To remove code smells and improve the maintainability, refactoring steps are applied to
enhance the inner quality of the code. Detecting the code smells include manual methods;
however but due to strict project deadlines, it becomes tedious and inappropriate to use such
detection techniques. Hence, to overcome this problem, various automated and semiautomated tools have been proposed in the previous literature. The efficiency and precision of
these tools may vary. Comparing these code smell detection tools based on the produced
results is a challenging job, since they detect different kinds of code smells and are built for
different languages and environments. Most of the tools are only restricted to code smell
detection but to enhance the quality of the code, it needs to be restructured. Mostly, these
tools exploit different object oriented software design metrics to identify the code smells in
the software. But these metrics were used to measure the software quality attributes; hence
researchers presented new code metrics for code smell detection [35, 36]. A brief
introduction of some of the automated code smell detection tool is as follows:
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Checkstyle: It is a static source code analysis tool that detects the presence of Long
Method, Large Class, Long Parameter List and Duplicated code smell instances in
the software [37]. It assists the software developers to write programs in Java that
follow the coding standards.



DÉCOR: Moha et al. [19] presented this tool that embodies all the steps necessary for
the detection of code smell. It uses DETEX that instantiates DÉCOR. It utilizes a
Domain-Specific Language (DSL) using high-level abstractions for identifying code
smells. Four main design smells, Antipatterns Blob, Spaghetti Code, Functional
Decomposition and Swiss Army Knife have been specified by DÉCOR.



JDeodorant: Tsantalis et al. [23] introduced this tool which identifies five code
smells, namely God Class, Feature Envy, Duplicated Code, Long Method and Type
Checking, and resolves them by applying appropriate refactorings. It ranks the code
smell refactoring techniques for the identified code smells and then it applies
automatically the most effective code smell refactoring technique. It removes the
Feature Envy code smell instances by applying Move Method refactoring solutions
[51]. It applies Replace Type Code with State/Strategy or Replace Conditional with
Polymorphism refactorings for Type Checking code smell [23]. JDeodorant also
assists the user in determining the appropriate sequence of refactoring applications.



PMD: It analyzes Java programs source code and detects the potential bugs in the
software such as dead code, switch statements, empty try/catch and duplicated code. It
detects three smells i.e. Long Method, Long Parameter List and Large Class.



iPLASMA: It is an integrated platform for software quality evaluation. It detects the
presence of several code disharmonies that are classified into collaboration
disharmony and classification. The detailed description about these disharmonies is
given in [52]. Several code smells can be expressed as disharmonies such as Feature
Envy, God Class, Duplicated Code and Refused Parent Bequest.



inFusion: The aforementioned tools do not acquaint the developer with any kind of
information regarding the severity of code smells or impact of the code smells on
quality attributes. inFusion [45] is a widely accepted code smell detection tool that
facilitates the calculation of more than 60 software metrics. It supports the
identification of more than 20 design flaws and classifies them according to a severity
score. These scores are used to indicate the negative impact of the code smell on the
overall quality of the software.
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On combining these scores, an overall deficit index is measured for the entire
software. The index exploits the encapsulation, coupling, cohesion and complexity
metrics values of the software. It is the commercial evolution of iPLASMA.


Stench Blossom: Murphy-Hill et al. [31] announced Stench Blossom, another code
smell detection tool that presents the code smell severity as a visual effect on a petal
corresponding to a code smell. The strength of the code smell instance is defined by
how long the petal is. Its highly interactive visualization environment provides the
developer an overview of the design defects in the source code. The tool is an Eclipse
plug-in and is able to detect eight code smells.

Figure 2.1 Ambient View in Stench Blossom



Hist-Inspect: It is a standalone tool that utilizes the history-sensitive strategies to
detect code smells in the software [38]. It provides three functionalities that help in
code smell detection:
1) History sensitive metrics
2) Realization of evolution graph
3) Definition of detection strategies



SCOOP: It is a plug-in for Eclipse that detects architecturally relevant code smells in
the software [16].
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As compared to the traditional detection tools that aim to identify the occurrences of
an individual code smell, it identifies the multiple occurrences of code smells and
analyzes their relationship to detect architecturally relevant code smells. It utilizes the
properties of architecture-code blueprints (traces) to detect the code smells. It exploits
the real mappings between code components and architectural concerns. The
architectural concern is the system’s property that is attained by the architecture
element. It uses a domain-specific language, facilitating the definition of detection
strategies and their thresholds according to the developers.
The language also supports different architecture sensitive metrics. SCOOP takes as
input the measures of the files of the software. This file must have a name as
metrics.csv and must be placed in the software project’s root directory. The file
contains the different metrics values as well as the architecture code traces. The
metrics values are generated by the widely used source code analyzers such as
Together [55] whereas architecture code traces are generated by modeling tools such
as Concern Mapper [56].
To define the new detection strategies changes can be made in the file named
strategies.rule that is placed in the plug-in folder of the tool. The user can define new
strategies as well as threshold values.

2.4

Need of Prioritization to Achieve Maintainable Software

Refactoring is the most widely accepted phenomenon when it comes to the software quality
enhancement. However the ground reality is quite distinct. The developers are expected to
increase the quality of software as well as they face constant pressure to spend most of their
time to add new features instead of refactoring the code [12]. Sharma et al. [11] listed major
hurdles in adopting refactoring in industrial projects. These are fear of breaking code, getting
management buy-in, deadline pressure, lack of awareness and inadequate support. Also,
refactoring becomes an expensive and tedious phenomenon as it comprises of multiple
distinct activities [41]. However, various automated and semi-automated tools have been
proposed that support different refactoring activities which help in reduction of manual effort,
saves time; thus lowering the evolution complexity and cost of the software system.
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If the software system contains code smells then it indicates that there are issues with code
quality, such as maintainability and understandability, which leads to a variety of
maintenance problems, including faults introduction [4]. As these code smells are associated
to specific set of refactoring strategies to eliminate them, they allow for integration of
improvement and maintainability assessment in the software evolution process. Yamashita et
al. conducted empirical study on finding the relation between maintainability and code smells
[28, 39] and found that code smells covered some of the maintainability aspects that were
considered essential by professionals but not all. In large-scale systems, the number of codesmells to ﬁx can be quite large in number and it becomes difficult to fix all of them
automatically. Thus, eventually the prioritization of the code-smells becomes important. It
can be done based on different criteria such as the importance and risk of classes [46].
Refactoring treatment is provided in the code to deal with the bad smells which further
improves the quality of the software. However, it is impossible to enhance the quality of
every class of the software in the maintenance phase by refactoring due to certain deadlines.
Thus, class prioritization helps the developer to identify the software portions that are in
urgent need of refactoring [57]. Therefore, it becomes essential for the developer to follow
the principle of prioritization to know the difference between what is important and what is
urgent and must do what’s important as per priority.
2.4.1 Prioritization of Code Smells
Fowler has introduced 22 code smells, but there is a lack of guidance from him as he did not
throw light on prioritization of code smells; thus it is challenging for developers to decide
which code smell should be refactored first. So, this calls for a need to prioritize the code
smells. Consequently, several tools have been developed which support in code smell
detection process. The number of smells returned as output by these tools generally exceed
the amount of problems which can be dealt by the developer, particularly when the limited
effort is provided to perform refactorings [47]. Researchers proposed various techniques for
code smell prioritization based on the impact of the code smells on the overall software
quality. Ouni et al. [46] proposed a novel approach which supports automated refactoring
suggestion to correct the code-smells by prioritizing the riskiest code-smells during the
correction process. They found near-optimal sequence of refactorings from the possible set of
refactorings by formulating the refactoring suggestion problem as a combinatorial
optimization problem. Vidal et al. [47] developed a tool that suggests code smells ranking,
based on the combination of three criteria, namely: important modifiability scenarios for the
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system, past component modifications and relevance of the kind of smell. Since prioritizing is
adopted to resolve the deadline and budget issues, some researchers introduced approaches
that consider the removal of such code smells that involves low refactoring cost and are
easier to refactor.
2.4.2 Prioritization of Code Smell Refactorings
To enhance the maintainability of the software, we may apply several refactoring techniques
to the source code. Different level of software maintainability and different code changes are
resulted by applying different refactoring sequences to different portions of source code.
Generally, numerous code smells are identified in software; hence developers apply multiple
refactorings frequently. This results in a refactoring sequence, that must be monitored to
reduce the improvement time and cost. Different refactoring selection leads to variations in
modified code components and different levels of software quality. The bad smells can be
removed as well as improvement time can be reduced by applying appropriate refactoring
sequences. As per the 2011 survey [53], four main criteria to select an optimal refactoring
sequence considered by developers include: 1) the number of removed bad smells 2)
maintainability 3) the number of modified program elements and 4) the size of refactoring
sequence. Piveta et al. [9] proposed an approach that narrowed the number of refactoring
sequences by avoiding those that lead to the same result and discarding those sequences
which did not make sense semantically [9]. The sequence of refactoring is monitored
manually by the software developers [9, 18, 53]. To achieve optimal software quality, greedy
algorithm can be applied to determine the most appropriate sequences of refactoring
techniques from all possible sequences of refactorings [26].
2.4.3 Prioritization of Classes in need of Refactoring
Due to the limited resources and strict project deadlines refactoring is still adopted willingly
by industrial software development teams. Thus, they search for optimal refactoring
recommendations that would reduce the effort overhead which benefits in terms of enhanced
software quality and improving various software characteristics consequently. Thus, an
approach is required to identify and prioritize object oriented software classes that are in
urgent need of refactoring [24]. Refactoring techniques are applied to smelly classes to
enhance to software quality. But, it is not possible to refactor every smelly class in the
software with limited resources and budget. Prioritizing the critically affected classes assists
developers in locating the software portions that need urgent refactoring treatments. This
gives developer an entry/starting point for refactoring. For prioritizing the classes for
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refactoring, the criticality of the class is measured according to various factors. Some
researchers utilize static metrics like size, complexity and maintainability of the class to
categorize the critical classes as candidates for urgent refactorings. Some exploited the object
oriented design metrics of the class to indicate its fault-proneness, which makes it a suitable
refactoring opportunity. Aabha et al. [24] presented a class rank prioritization approach which
involves identification of the most refactoring-prone as well as architecturally relevant
classes by generating the class ranks. Ruchika et al. [57] proposed a framework that identifies
the potential classes which require refactoring immediately. They proposed a metric Quality
Depreciation Index Rule (QDIR) for each class and prioritized classes according their QDIR
values.

2.5

Sequencing of Refactoring Opportunities

Many researchers have focused on the interrelationship and dependencies among refactoring
solutions to produce an optimal refactoring sequence that consumes minimal resources while
performing refactoring operations on the software.


Piveta et al. [9] presented an approach which generates a sequence of the refactoring
techniques to enhance the quality of the software. They narrowed the number of
refactoring sequences by discarding those sequences which do not make any sense.
They described that the relative significance of quality attributes over the others, and
significance of refactoring patterns in regard to the quality attributes can be expressed
by utilizing the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP). AHP is a method that finds
optimal solution by evaluating different alternative solutions of a given problem.



Harman et al. [58] performed search based refactoring by applying the concept of
Pareto optimality. Various runs of such search based refactoring technique yielded a
pareto front that represented an optimal sequence of refactorings. Pareto optimality
proposed improves the search based refactoring and makes the combination of metrics
easier.



Wongpiang et al. [18] applied greedy algorithm to identify the optimal refactoring
techniques sequence from the possible refactoring techniques. They assumed that
software’s maintainability can be enhanced by identifying the optimal sequencing
refactoring techniques usage. In order to calculate the software maintainability for
each refactoring technique usage paths, they targeted three metrics: Lack of Cohesion
in Method (LCOM), Weighted Method per Class (WMC), and Coupling Between
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Objects (CBO). For CBO, they considered Afferent Coupling (AC) and Efferent
Coupling (EC).


Meananeatra [53] presented an approach that finds an optimal refactoring sequence
for enhancing software maintenance. They considered four criteria to determine the
optimal refactoring sequence: maintainability of the software, the number of corrected
code smells, the number of changed code elements and the length of the refactoring
sequence. She proposed a refactoring sequence with six refactorings for removing the
long method code smells in the software.

2.6

Chapter Summary

This chapter presented the literature surveyed regarding different code smell detection
methods and tools. It described various metrics for predicting the maintainability of the code.
It discussed the different prioritization approaches that are proposed in the literature, for code
smells, refactoring techniques and classes.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY
This chapter describes the characteristics of applications under study, tool used to identify
and eliminate code smells, code smells selected for refactoring, metrics measuring tools and
methodology. Code smell detection tool is needed to analyze the impact on maintainability of
the code by shuffling the sequence of removing code smells and to measure the values of
metrics that have been changed by applying refactoring techniques we used metrics
measuring tools.

3.1

Subject Systems

For performing experiments, we considered 16 open source Java applications. Table 3.1
reviews the analysed applications.
Table 3.1 Java Applications with their Set #, NOCl and LOC
Java Project
Spinfo
Algorithms
Frogger
JavaShooterGame
JavaBoatGame
TigerIsland
JavaGame
Jpacman
Jadventure
Javaanpr
CommonBeans
Pagseguro
GnuBridge
Dungeon
FernFlower
Jsmpp

Set #
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
II
II
II
II
II
II

NOCl
12
17
20
23
30
46
55
55
60
66
111
132
160
197
225
307

LOC
1373
620
1283
2378
3483
5564
3673
2443
4925
4782
11734
9075
11362
9988
28989
18873

Set I contains the open source java projects which contain less than 100 classes and Set II
consists of open source java projects with classes in the range of 100 to 400. The projects
under study have been mentioned in Table 3.1 in column 1. The second column shows the set
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in which the project lies. The third column tells the number of classes in the java application
while the fourth column determines the lines of code in the respective software.
Following is the description of applications:


Spinfo [65]: Spinfo describes the algorithms having efficient and faster execution.
The java code is defined for some algorithms namely, Binary Tree construction, Hash
Tables, Smallest Distance, Quick Sort etc.



Algorithms [66]: The project Algorithms consists of java classes implementing
algorithms such as Dijkshtra, findingprimes, reversestring etc.



Frogger [67]: The project Frogger implements the game Frogger.



JavaShooterGame [68]: JavaShooterGame is a simple implementation of open
source shooter game.



JavaBoatGame [69]: The project JavaBoatGame is a 2D game in which the player
navigates past moving obstacles with a boat until the goal is reached.



TigerIsland [70]: The project TigersIsland is a 2D game. The project consists of
various modules namely, Game Interaction, Game State, IO, Server, Thread.



JavaGame [71]: JavaGame is a 2D Game inspired from vanZeben (A 2D Game
engine built with only native Java libraries).



Jpacman [72]: Jpacman is Pacman-like game used for teaching software testing. It
exposes students to the use of git, maven, JUnit, and mockito.



Jadventure [73]: Jadventure is a Java (text) based implementation of a Role Playing
Game (RPG) - Single Player. The player can walk through the game, find items and
fight with some characters.



Javaanpr [74]: Javaanpr is an automatic number plate recognition system for java.
Javaanpr uses semantic versioning.



CommonBeans [75]: Apache Commons BeanUtils provides an easy-to-use but
flexible wrapper around reflection and introspection.



Pagseguro [76]: The project Pagseguro provides efficient transactions by authorizing
the person performing the transactions.



GnuBridge [77]: GnuBridge is a Java based Contract Bridge program and is
available under GNU public license v. 3.



Dungeon [78]: Dungeon is a text-based open-world role-playing-game. Player is in
control of the life of a character that wakes up with a headache and can't remember
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exactly what happened to him. Player needs to do his best to equip himself to explore
Darrowmere scavenging for powerful and valuable treasure.


FernFlower [79]: Fernflower is the first working analytical decompiler for Java and
probably for a high-level programming language in general.



Jsmpp [80]: Jsmpp is the implementation (SMPP API) of the SMPP protocol
(currently supports SMPP v3.4) in Java. It provides interfaces that help in
communication with a Message Center or an ESME (External Short Message Entity)
and handle traffic of 3000-5000 messages per second.

These applications are selected as they are of different domains and sizes (number of
classes) which can help in generalizing the results.

3.2

Selected Code Smells and Refactoring Techniques

Code smells [4] as defined are structures in the code that indicate violation of fundamental
design principles and negatively impact design quality. We investigated the impact of three
most commonly present code smells on maintainability in our study. Following is the brief
description of these code smells:


Feature Envy: The signs of this smell include when method belonging to one class
makes extensive use of another class i.e the method accesses the data of other object
more than its own data.



God Class: In this code smell, the class becomes huge and serves a lot of
functionalities. The presence of this smell indicates the violation of single
responsibility design principle.



Long Method: This smell indicates that the method has too many lines of code,
which makes it hard to read and understand and thus disturbs the maintainability of
the code.

While developing software, code smells may go unattended by the developers; hence in such
cases tool support for code smell detection and removal is primarily useful. In our study, we
use jDeodorant, an eclipse plugin to identify and eliminate code smells. It applies “move
method” refactoring to remove feature envy, “extract class” refactoring to remove “God
class” and “extract method” refactoring to remove “long method”.
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Description of refactoring techniques applied by JDeodorant (see Section 3.3.1) is as follows:


Move Method: This technique creates a new method in the class to which the original
method is more frequently accessing, and then move the code from original method to
this newly created method and then modifies the original method into a reference to
the new method in the other class (which is being frequently accessed).



Extract Class: This refactoring technique extracts some of the relevant functionalities
of original class to newly created class.



Extract Method: This refactoring technique extracts some functionality of original
method to newly created method and replace the old code with a call to newly created
method.

3.3

Tools Used

This section describes the various tools used in this study. It describes the tool used to detect
and eliminate code smells, tools used to calculate metrics which help in predicting software
maintainability. The code smells detection and refactoring method is specified in the
literature below.
3.3.1 JDeodorant
It is an eclipse plugin used to figure out the design problems known as code smells in
software. It exercises several novel techniques to find out and eliminate code smells by
applying appropriate refactoring techniques. Table 3.2 specifies the code smells identified by
JDeodorant [62] and corresponding refactorings to resolve them.
Table 3.2 Refactoring Techniques Applied by JDeodorant on Various Code Smells
Code Smell

Refactoring

Feature Envy

Move Method

Type Checking

Replace Type code with State/Strategy and
Replace Conditional with Polymorphism

Long Method

Extract Method

God Class

Extract Class

Duplicated Code

Extract Clone
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In this study we considered three code smells, so we will discuss about how Jdeodorant
works for detection and elimination of these three code smells. JDeodorant equips the user
with “code smell visualization” window in order to view pictorially the modifications in
source code in advance. Figure 3.1 demonstrates the visualization for god class code smell.

Figure 3.1: Visualization Representing God Class Code Smell
In Figure 3.1 org.jhotdraw.applet.DrawApplet is the source class which is also the god class,
extracted class is the one which will form after applying extract class refactoring. In advance
it represents the functionalities or responsibilities that will be assigned to extracted class.
Figure 3.2 shows the visualization for feature envy code smell. As shown in Figure 3.2
write() is a method which is defined in org.jhotdraw.FiguresAttributes but class Storable
Output is accessing write() method more frequently than the original class in which it is
defined thus causing feature envy code smell. In order to remove feature envy write() must be
moved to class Storable Output by applying move method refactoring.
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Figure 3.2: Visualization Representing Feature Envy Code Smell
Long method code smell cannot be represented using code smell visualization window
because this code smell does not involve multiple classes. Hence to demonstrate how the
JDeodorant deals with long method code smells screen shots of source code are taken, Figure
3.3 represents the source code with setSelected() method as long method and Figure 3.4
represents the source code with removed long method code smell. Extract method refactoring
helps in the removal of long method code smell.
In extract method refactoring technique a new extracted method (setSelectedR()) is formed
which performs some of the functionalities of method setSelected() and a function call to
method setSelectedR() is added in method setSelecetd() (refer Figure 3.4). As can be
observed from Figures 3.3 and 3.4, number of methods increase with the elimination of long
method code smell. This refactoring technique makes the function easy to manage, maintain,
read and understand.
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Figure 3.3: Illustration of Long Method code smell

Figure 3.4: Eliminated Long Method code smell
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3.3.2 Metrics
Metrics [63] plug in calculates various metrics for the code during build cycles. This feature
allows users to be aware of the health of the source code. It also provides a feature to export
the metrics in xml format.
a) Metrics View
After enabling the project in Eclipse in java perspective, fully rebuild the project to calculate
the metrics easily. The progress of the metrics calculations will be indicated by the metrics
view. When finished, the metrics view will look like Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Metrics Calculation Progress indicated by Metrics View

b) Metrics calculated by the tool
The following provides descriptions of each metric. In these descriptions, the word "scope"
refers to the selected element in the navigator, e.g. a project, source folder, package or
compilation unit.
Number of Classes: This metric defines the total number of classes in the scope.
Number of Children: This metric calculates the total number of direct subclasses of a class.
A class implementing an interface is counted as a direct child of that interface.
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Lines of Code: Version 1.3.6 Lines of code has been changed and separated into:
1. TLOC: Total lines of code that counts non-comment lines and non-blank lines in a
compilation unit, useful for those interested in computed KLOC.
2. MLOC: Method lines of code that counts and sums non-comment lines and non-blank
inside method bodies.
McCabe Cyclomatic Complexity- This metric counts the number of flows through the code.
Each time a branch occurs (for, if, while, case, do, catch and the ?: ternary operator, as well
as the || and && conditional logic operators in expressions). This metric is incremented by
one. The metric is calculated for methods only.
For predicting the maintainability of the projects studied as mentioned in Table 3.1, the
metrics calculated with the help of the tool are number of classes (NOCL), lines of code
(LOC) and maintainability index (MI).
3.3.3 JHawk
JHawk [64] is a static code analysis tool. It takes the source code of the project and calculates
metrics based on numerous aspects of the code - for example complexity, volume,
relationships between packages and class and relationships within classes and packages.


Selecting Code artefacts for analysis

Figure 3.6 Code Artefacts Selection

Explorer View of Eclipse contains the Code artefacts. One can select at Project,
Package and Class level and all java code at that corresponding level and below it will
be selected and analyzed. JHawk Metrics view will then display the results.
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The System Details Tab

Figure 3.7 System Details Tab
The ‘top level’ figures of the code are provided by the System Tab. It shows the
system level metrics related to the code that has been chosen by the user to analyse.

3.4

Methodology

3.4.1 Selection of Java Open Source Projects and Eclipse Plugins
We aimed to practice our methodology on diverse projects. For this purpose, we cloned the git
repositories with Eclipse. To identify design problems, known as bad smells, and resolve them
by applying appropriate refactorings, an eclipse plug-in JDeodorant is used. JDeodorant as
described above identifies code smells and suggests the most optimum refactoring by
employing a variety of novel techniques and methods. For the purpose of measuring the
maintainability values, the Eclipse plug-ins namely, Metrics and JHawk are being used. The
information collected by the above mentioned tools helped us to analyze the results and reach
to a conclusion.
3.4.2 Choosing the Maintainability Predicting Metrics
Software metrics procedural paradigm are studied as a quantitative means to assess the
software development process as well as the quality of software products [15]. After doing
research on the metrics that give a quantitative measure of maintainability, we choose two
software metrics, Maintainability Index (MI) [42] and relative logical complexity (RLC) [42]
as described in Section 2.1. MI is the metric which measures how easy to change and support
the source code is. A high value of maintainability index means less effort is required to
maintain the code. This is calculated using the Eclipse plug-in, JHawk.
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Some of the researches have published that maintainability index alone is not an appropriate
maintainability predictor as it is based on average per file i.e. cyclomatic complexity and the
set of programs used to derive this metric were small. So to overcome the limitations of this
metric, we decided to incorporate another metric i.e. RLC. RLC is defined as the number of
binary decisions divided by the number of statements [42]. We used Metrics plug-in to
compute RLC. The maintainability of the software decreases as the value of RLC increases.
To conclude, RLC is inversely proportional to the maintainability of the code and MI is
directly proportional to maintainability. The proposed new metric, Maintainability Complexity
Index (MCI) is calculated using the above two mentioned metrics.
(3.1)
3.4.3 Prioritization of Software Class Files
In large-scale systems, the number of code smell instances to ﬁx can be quite large and to fix
all of them automatically becomes tedious. Thus, the prioritization of the list of code-smells is
important based on different criteria such as the risk and importance of classes [11]. The above
proposed metric, MCI, is used to identify the potential classes that are in the need of
immediate refactoring. By taking the product of MI and RLC, we calculate MCI, and then sort
the classes from smallest to largest values. The class that comes on the top is treated the
earliest i.e. the code smells are removed from that class initially and then the further list is
parsed from top to bottom.
3.4.4 Way of Treating the Code Smells
The projects mentioned in Table 3.1 are considered to identify the code smells. First, all the
open source Java projects are imported alongwith their jar files in the Eclipse workspace.
These projects are cloned from the Git repositories. Next, we use JDeodorant tool which
automatically detects the code smells and suggests the refactoring technique best suited for
that specific code smell.
The classes in the original version (OV) of the application are analysed in terms of metrics, as
the list is prepared with the values of Maintainability Index and Relative Logical Complexity
corresponding to that particular class (Tables 4.2-4.17). The product of the above mentioned
metrics is then calculated and Maintainability Complexity Index is computed for each class of
the project (Tables 4.2-4.17).
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Figure 3.8: Illustration of Methodology Flow
The list is sorted as the class having minimum value of MCI comes first and the class with
maximum value of MCI comes at last. This list serves as the prioritized version (PV). The PV
thus generated helps to identify the classes that are in the urgent need of refactoring. Thus
instead of randomly eliminating the code smells from any class, we created PV to gather
information about the maintainability of the class.
As we are examining the three decisive code smells, six possible permutations can be formed.
The sequence in which the code smells are to be eliminated is decided. Each refactored
version is mentioned in column I of Table 4.2- 4.17 along with the suffix. The suffix following
the project name refers to the order in which code smells are eliminated. For example,
Frogger-LM-GC-FE denotes that firstly, long method code smell is removed, then, god class
and then feature envy.
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Thus, the acronym refers to the project name followed by the sequence of code smells treated.
Initially, all the instances of a particular code smell are removed based on the PR of the project
which forms Initial Refactored Version (IRV). After that, another code smell is selected and
all the instances are removed and then finally the instances of the last code smell left are
eliminated which forms the Final Refactored Version (FRV). Each project under examination
generates 6 final refactored versions. For example, the FRVs of the java application Frogger
include Frogger-LM-GC-FE, Frogger-LM-FE-GC, Frogger-GC-LM-FE, Frogger-GC-FE-LM,
Frogger-FE-LM-GC, and Frogger-FE-GC-LM.
Thus summing up all the analyzed instances, we get 16 IRVs and the count of FRV goes to 96
(16 * 6) of the subjects under study. The above discussed methodology is described compactly
in Figure 3.8.

3.5

Chapter Summary

This chapter provided a detailed description of the sample applications that have been
examined. The chapter discussed the details of code smells considered and the refactoring
techniques applied by the tool. It described the tools that have been used in the execution of
the proposed approach. The chapter finally ended with the discussion of the proposed
methodology.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This chapter explains the procedure that was followed to implement and evaluate the
proposed prioritization approach. It describes the sample applications and the experimental
methodology followed by the evaluation metrics of the proposed approach.

4.1

Metric Values for Subject Systems

Table 4.1 shows the count of code smell instances present in the subjects under study. These
subjects have been selected by extensive research on GitHub. The basis of selecting such
applications is to cover the extensive range of the variety of number of code smells. For
example, application FernFlower has minimum of 2 long method code smell instances while
the maximum goes upto 195 in GnuBridge. Similarly, there are only 2 instances of God Class
code smell in JavaShooterGame while the project FernFlower has maximum instances i.e. 30.
For feature envy code smell, we selected various projects having only 1 instance, but the
maximum is 18 in Dungeon. Thus instead of having a constant count of code smell instances,
a diverse range is covered.
Table 4.1 Java Applications and the Number of Code Smell Instances
Java Project
Spinfo
Algorithms
Frogger
JavaShooterGame
JavaBoatGame
TigerIsland
JavaGame
Jpacman
Jadventure
Javaanpr
CommonBeans
Pagseguro
GnuBridge
Dungeon
FernFlower
Jsmpp

# LM
47
29
36
50
29
78
37
35
60
138
111
77
195
93
2
100

#GC
3
6
11
2
25
22
16
17
6
12
24
10
23
22
30
13

#FE
1
3
1
1
2
14
3
7
9
3
1
1
5
18
14
1
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Table 4.2 – Table 4.17 show the results of the analysed projects. The subjects under study
have been examined with respect to Maintainability Index (MI), Relative Logical Complexity
(RLC) and McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity (CC). We analysed 16 projects of which 10
projects belong to Set I and 6 projects belong to Set II. The total count of LM code smell
instances examined is 1077, the number of GC code smell instances analysed are 242 and the
number of FE code smell instances treated are 84.
The maintainability computing metrics considered are Maintainability Index (MI), Relative
Logical complexity (RLC), Maintainability Complexity Index (MCI), McCabe’s Cyclomatic
Complexity (CC), Number of Classes (NOCl) and Lines of Code (LOC). For each subject
under study, the values of the metrics considered are calculated by using Eclipse plug-ins. For
each metric, we observed which code smell removal sequence gives the best result.

4.2

Analysis of Results

To achieve maintainable software, the analysis has been done individually on the metrics
considered. The following sections describe the code smell sequences to achieve a high quality
software.
4.2.1

Analysis of Relative Logical Complexity Values

As Relative Logical Complexity (RLC) has inverse relation with maintainability of the code,
so we looked for those sequences which have less value of RLC. Out of the 16 projects
analysed, 8 projects produced minimum values of RLC when the code smell elimination
sequence performed is LM-FE-GC. For other permutations left, from 12.5% to 25% of the
projects produce minimum values of RLC as shown in Figure 4.3.
No project yielded minimum RLC when the sequence FE-GC-LM is followed. The cause can
be high value of CC but the value of LOC has less change than the original. By taking the ratio
of CC and LOC, the result produces high value due to which the sequence FE-GC-LM
produces worst results if RLC is considered.
The sequence LM-FE-GC gives the best results if RLC is considered, because there is a
significant decrease in the value of CC; and LOC increases much by following this sequence.
Due to this, the permutation LM-FE-GC gives the least values for RLC.
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Analysis of McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity Values

The source code complexity metric, McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity (CC) gives the
decision logic in the code. This metric also has an inverse relation with maintainability. Thus,
the code smell removal sequence which produces minimum value of CC is preferred.
According to the results presented in Tables 4.2-4.17, it is found that 56.25% of the projects
under study give minimum value of CC by performing the sequence LM-FE-GC. It is shown
in Figure 4.3 that the sequence GC-FE-LM produces maintainable codes for 6.25% of the
projects.
CC determines the number of independent paths. Thus, the FRVs formed by GC-FE-LM have
very few unique independent paths while the FRVs generated by LM-FE-GC have a good
amount of independent paths.
4.2.3

Analysis of Maintainability Index Values

50% of the total FRVs examined projects have maximum MI if code smells are removed in a
sequence of LM-FE-GC. The permutation LM-FE-GC gives the best results out of all the
possible permutations as shown in Figure 4.3. The sequence produces the project having high
values of MI as the project produced has less value of RLC as well as CC which increases the
value of MI.
4.2.4

Analysis of Maintainability Complexity Index Values

As classes are sorted according to the values of MCI, these values are analysed at project
level. As shown in Figure 4.3, it can be observed that 25% of the refactored versions of the
examined systems produce the maximum value of MCI if the sequences LM-FE-GC, GC-LMFE or FE-GC-LM are followed. However, 18.75% of the refactored versions produced by
following the sequences LM-FE-GC or GC-FE-LM have maximum MCI value and only
12.5% projects have the highest MCI value if FE-LM-GC sequence is preferred to eliminate
the code smells.
4.2.5

Analysis of NOCl and LOC Values

Various refactoring techniques applied resulted in the increase of NOCl. As to remove God
Class code smell, JDeodorant applies Extract Class refactoring method which increments the
count of Java classes of the project under study. The investigation is done to analyse the trend
in the values of NOCl and LOC.
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It is found from Figure 4.3 that 50% of the FRVs have maximum number of classes if LM-FEGC code smell elimination sequence is followed while only 8.75% of the FRVs have highest
number of classes if GC-FE-LM sequence is used to eliminate the code smells.
Size of the project is also of great concern when maintainability comes into analysis. For this
reason, we studied the trend in Lines of Code (LOC). As refactoring techniques like Move
Method, Extract Method and Extract Class are applied to remove Feature Envy, Long Method
and God Class respectively, this resulted in increase in the size of code. It can be observed
from Figure 4.3 that 43.75% refactored projects have maximum lines of code by following
LM-FE-GC sequence whereas 0% projects have reached maximum value of LOC if GC-FELM sequence is used for code smell removal.
4.2.6

Analysis of Set I and Set II Projects

We further investigated the computed data to find if there exists some deducible information
in Set I and Set II individually. As we assumed that small projects and large projects might
have a different behaviour in code smell elimination sequences, we decided to study the
computed data to find useful inferences. Keeping MI in mind, 50% Set I projects have
maximum MI if code smells are removed in a sequence of LM-FE-GC and the same sequence
produces best result in 66.66% large projects belonging to set II. Similar analysis is done for
the metric values of RLC. For small projects belonging to Set I, 50% projects have minimum
values of RLC for the sequence LM-GC-FE and another 50% Set II projects yielded minimum
values of RLC for LM-FE-GC. By considering MCI for Set I projects, it is found that 40% of
FRVs have maximum MCI if the sequence FE-GC-LM is followed and 33.33% Set II projects
have maximum MCI by following the sequence LM-FE-GC or LM-GC-FE. As far as CC is
concerned, LM-GC-FE, LM-FE-GC and GC-LM-FE prove to be the best as 30% Set I
projects have minimum value of CC if any of these sequences are followed while and 83.33%
large projects have minimum CC when LM-FE-GC is followed.
By comparing the results of NOCl, it is found that 60% of projects have maximum number of
classes if LM-FE-GC sequence is followed while 33.33% projects produce maximum number
of classes by eliminating code smells in this sequence. It is found that 40% of projects have
maximum lines in the final refactored code produced by code smells elimination if LM-FEGC sequence is used whereas 33.33% of projects have maximum lines of code for the same
sequence.
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Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 describe the trends in metrics for the six possible code smell
removal sequences considered.
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Figure 4.1 Maintainability Trends across Applications in Set I
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Figure 4.2 Maintainability Trends across Applications in Set II

4.2.7

Analysis of Types containing Similar Ratio of Code Smell Instances

The subject systems analysed are divided into 4 types in which the projects present under each
Type contain similar ratio of code smell instances.
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Figure 4.3: Graphical Depiction of Percentage of Projects against Maintainability
Metrics
The ratio of code smell instances is calculated and then clustering is performed in which
projects having similar ratio of code smell instances are gathered in one unique type. Thus, 4
types are created whose trends are analysed in Figure 4.4-4.7.


The Type 1 consists of 6 projects, Spinfo, Frogger, TigerIsland, JavaGame, Jpacman
and JavaBoatGame. As per the trend analysed in Figure 4.4, it can be observed that
50% of Type 1 projects have maximum MI if FE-GC-LM code smell elimination
sequence is followed. To obtain minimum RLC for the projects having similar ratio as
of Type 1 project applications, FE-LM-GC should be preferred as 83.33% of Type 1
projects have minimum value of RLC. For the metric MCI, 50% projects have
maximum value by following the sequence GC-LM-FE.
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To ensure minimum CC, LM-GC-FE should be followed to eliminate the code smell
instances as 50% of Type 1 projects have the least value of CC. The final refactored
versions generated after the code smell removal have maximum NOCl if code smells
are eliminated in the order LM-GC-FE or LM-FE-GC while LM-FE-GC sequence
produces the refactored code having maximum LOC.
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Figure 4.4 Trend Analysis of Applications under Type 1


Figure 4.5 describes the trend analysis of the applications under Type 2. Type 2
applications include Algorithms, CommonBeansUtils (CBS) and Dungeon. These
applications have similar ratio of code smell instances. From the analysis it is found
that 33.33% Type 2 projects have maximum MI if FE-GC-LM sequence is followed
while to achieve minimum value of RLC, GC-LM-FE sequence can be preferred. To
have maximum value of MCI, FE-GC-LM sequence produces best results. For least
value of CC, LM-FE-GC, GC-LM-FE, FE-LM-GC or FE-GC-LM can be chosen. The
FRV contains maximum number of classes if FE-LM-GC sequence is followed while
the FRV can have maximum value of LOC if GC-FE-LM sequence is followed.
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Figure 4.5 Trend Analysis of Applications under Type 2


The Type 3 applications include Jsmpp, Pagseguro and GnuBridge. The trend analysis
is depicted by Figure 4.6. From the analysis, it is found that to achieve maximum
value of MI, minimum value of RLC and minimum value of CC the sequence LMFE-GC should be followed as 66.66% of projects have highest MI and least RLC and
100% projects have least value of CC for the above mentioned sequence. For
maximum value of MCI, LM-GC-FE, GC-LM-FE or FE-LM-GC can be followed as
33.33% of projects have maximum MCI by following any of these sequences. By
choosing the sequence LM-FE-GC or FE-LM-GC 66.66% projects have maximum
classes in their FRV and 66.66% projects have maximum LOC by following sequence
LM-FE-GC.



Figure 4.7 gives the trend analysis for the applications belonging to Type 4. The Type
4 applications include Jadventure and Javaanpr. To achieve maximum value of MI
and minimum value of RLC, the sequence LM-FE-GC should be followed as it gives
100% results. To achieve maximum value of MCI, FE-LM-GC or FE-GC-LM can be
followed. 50% projects give minimum value of CC if the sequence LM-FE-GC or
GC-LM-FE are followed. The 50% FRVs have maximum NOCl and maximum LOC
by following the sequence LM-GC-FE or LM-FE-GC.
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Figure 4.6 Trend Analysis of Applications under Type 3
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Figure 4.7 Trend Analysis of Applications under Type 4
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Table 4.2 Metric Values for Spinfo and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
Spinfo
SpinfoLM-GC-FE
SpinfoLM-FE-GC
SpinfoGC-LM-FE
SpinfoGC-FE-LM
SpinfoFE-LM-GC
SpinfoFE-GC-LM

NOCl
12
17
16
17
17
15
16

LOC
1373
1398
1406
1410
1411
1399
1387

MI
140.46
141.78
142.29
142.29
141.89
142.25
142.15

RLC
0.048
0.060
0.060
0.0617
0.0616
0.0607
0.0612

MCI
6.74208
8.5068
8.5374
8.779293
8.740424
8.634575
8.69958

CC
1.686
1.65
1.66
1.66
1.67
1.65
1.65

Table 4.3 Metric Values for Algorithms and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
Algorithms
AlgorithmsLM-GC-FE
AlgorithmsLM-FE-GC
AlgorithmsGC-LM-FE
AlgorithmsGC-FE-LM
AlgorithmsFE-LM-GC
AlgorithmsFE-GC-LM

NOCl
17
21
21
20
20
21
21

LOC
620
868
870
877
878
865
860

MI
80.77
103.16
103.16
103.26
103.26
103.31
103.87

RLC
0.095
0.070
0.070
0.067
0.067
0.069
0.07

MCI
7.67315
7.2212
7.2212
6.91842
6.91842
7.12839
7.2709

CC
1.68
1.829
1.831
1.821
1.823
1.823
1.823

Table 4.4 Metric Values for Frogger and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
Frogger
FroggerLM-GC-FE
FroggerLM-FE-GC
FroggerGC-LM-FE
FroggerGC-FE-LM
FroggerFE-LM-GC
FroggerFE-GC-LM

NOCl
20
30
30
29
29
28
27

LOC
1283
1613
1613
1600
1620
1555
1528

MI
114.74
114.75
114.71
114.74
114.75
114.61
114.82

RLC
0.123
0.1177
0.1171
0.11875
0.1126
0.1125
0.1191

MCI
14.11302
13.50608
13.43254
13.62538
12.92085
12.89363
13.67506

CC
1.859
1.796
1.815
1.808
1.835
1.823
1.854

Table 4.5 Metric Values for JavaShooterGame (JSG) and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
JSG
JSGLM-GC-FE
JSGLM-FE-GC
JSGGC-LM-FE
JSGGC-FE-LM
JSGFE-LM-GC
JSGFE-GC-LM

NOCl
23
24
27
24
24
24
24

LOC
2378
2454
2578
2447
2451
2451
2451

MI
52.14
65.58
80.33
65.47
65.52
65.52
65.52

RLC
0.058
0.0599
0.0655
0.0592
0.0595
0.0595
0.0595

MCI
3.02412
3.928242
5.261615
3.875824
3.89844
3.89844
3.89844

CC
3.178
3.017
2.893
3.04
3.028
3.028
3.028
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Table 4.6 Metric Values for JavaBoatGame (JBG) and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
JBG
JBGLM-GC-FE
JBGLM-FE-GC
JBGGC-LM-FE
JBGGC-FE-LM
JBGFE-LM-GC
JBGFE-GC-LM

NOCl
30
43
44
42
43
43
44

LOC
3483
3938
3968
3934
3958
3942
3979

MI
103.86
110.34
110.34
109.89
108.98
108.67
108.57

RLC
0.0315
0.0286
0.02872
0.02872
0.029
0.028
0.028

MCI
1.395
1.303
1.298
1.303
1.302
1.302
1.302

CC
1.395
1.303
1.298
1.303
1.302
1.302
1.302

Table 4.7 Metric Values for TigerIsland and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
TigerIsland
TigerIslandLM-GC-FE
TigerIslandLM-FE-GC
TigerIslandGC-LM-FE
TigerIslandGC-FE-LM
TigerIslandFE-LM-GC
TigerIslandFE-LM-GC

NOCl
46
75
76
65
65
76
67

LOC
5564
7023
7026
6784
6811
7018
6880

MI
98.93
110.61
110.78
110.5
111.75
110.71
109.6

RLC
0.0138
0.0112
0.0111
0.0113
0.0113
0.01114
0.01119

MCI
1.365234
1.238832
1.229658
1.24865
1.262775
1.233309
1.226424

CC
1.901
1.596
1.592
1.593
1.581
1.59
1.603

Table 4.8 Metric Values for JavaGame and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
JavaGame
JavaGameLM-GC-FE
JavaGameLM-FE-GC
JavaGameGC-LM-FE
JavaGameGC-FE-LM
JavaGameFE-LM-GC
JavaGameFE-GC-LM

NOCl
55
69
69
67
66
70
66

LOC
3673
4326
4339
4302
4236
4312
4306

MI
114.74
110.91
114.71
114.74
114.82
114.61
114.82

RLC
0.043
0.0423
0.0435
0.044
0.0429
0.040
0.042

MCI
4.93382
4.691493
4.989885
5.04856
4.925778
4.5844
4.82244

CC
1.859
1.743
1.762
1.754
1.78
1.769
1.8

Table 4.9 Metric Values for Jpacman and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
Jpacman
JpacmanLM-GC-FE
JpacmanLM-FE-GC
JpacmanGC-LM-FE
JpacmanGC-FE-LM
JpacmanFE-LM-GC
JpacmanFE-GC-LM

NOCl
55
61
60
61
61
59
55

LOC
2443
2697
2678
2701
2698
2668
2557

MI
101.32
127.8
127.79
127.8
127.8
127.79
127.8

RLC
0.0184
0.0137
0.01344
0.0136
0.0137
0.01349
0.0168

MCI
1.864288
1.75086
1.717498
1.73808
1.75086
1.723887
2.14704

CC
1.361
1.306
1.308
1.301
1.302
1.31
1.332
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Table 4.10 Metric Values for Jadventure and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
Jadventure
JadventureLM-GC-FE
JadventureLM-FE-GC
JadventureGC-LM-FE
JadventureGC-FE-LM
JadventureFE-LM-GC

NOCl
60
68
64
64
64
64

LOC
4925
5272
5219
5220
5170
5192

MI
151.54
151.61
151.61
151.40
151.61
151.61

RLC
2.87926
2.72898
2.671368
2.667668
2.683497
2.759302

MCI
1.955
1.877
1.869
1.866
1.877
1.871

CC
1.955
1.877
1.869
1.866
1.877
1.871

JadventureFE-GC-LM

62

5145

151.61

2.789624

1.883

1.883

Table 4.11 Metric Values for Javaanpr and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
Javaanpr
JavaanprLM-GC-FE
JavaanprLM-FE-GC
JavaanprGC-LM-FE
JavaanprGC-FE-LM
JavaanprFE-LM-GC
JavaanprFE-GC-LM

NOCl
66
75
82
77
77
73
74

LOC
4782
5276
5490
5415
5439
5283
5369

MI
150.49
150.66
150.66
150.32
150.32
150.32
150.32

RLC
0.0112
0.0102
0.0098
0.0107
0.0106
0.0109
0.0108

MCI
1.685488
1.536732
1.476468
1.608424
1.593392
1.638488
1.623456

CC
1.95
1.835
1.762
1.78
1.774
1.824
1.79

Table 4.12 Metric Values for CommonBeansUtils (CBS) and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
CBS
CBSLM-GC-FE
CBSLM-FE-GC
CBSGC-LM-FE
CBSGC-FE-LM
CBSFE-LM-GC
CBSFE-GC-LM

NOCl
111
216
215
216
216
217
217

LOC
11734
14035
14110
14267
14108
14203
14119

MI
148.85
150.62
151.23
150.69
151.2
150.6
150.3

RLC
0.0102
0.0089
0.0087
0.0086
0.0088
0.0088
0.0088

MCI
1.51827
1.340518
1.315701
1.295934
1.33056
1.32528
1.32264

CC
2.267
2.254
2.249
2.262
2.25
2.252
2.251

Table 4.13 Metric Values for Pagseguro and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
Pagseguro
PagseguroLM-GC-FE

NOCl
132
142

LOC
9075
9452

MI
41.52
46.19

RLC
0.0036
0.0032

MCI
0.149472
0.147808

CC
1.756
1.706

PagseguroLM-FE-GC

143

9464

56.95

0.0022

0.12529

1.698

PagseguroGC-LM-FE

141

9444

46.53

0.0030

0.13959

1.706

PagseguroGC-FE-LM

141

9405

50.71

0.0032

0.162272

1.713

PagseguroFE-LM-GC

142

9447

50.65

0.0033

0.167145

1.708

PagseguroFE-GC-LM

141

9403

50.75

0.0030

0.15225

1.712
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Table 4.14 Metric Values for GnuBridge (GBG) and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
GBG
GBGLM-GC-FE
GBGLM-FE-GC
GBGGC-LM-FE
GBGGC-FE-LM
GBGFE-LM-GC
GBGFE-GC-LM

NOCl
160
179
177
179
178
179
179

LOC
11362
12515
12477
11490
12541
12504
12537

MI
106.42
111.78
111.81
106.75
115.82
109.85
112.24

RLC
0.0068
0.0040
0.0044
0.0045
0.0036
0.0040
0.0043

MCI
0.723656
0.44712
0.491964
0.480375
0.416952
0.4394
0.482632

CC
1.486
1.477
1.477
1.48
1.48
1.477
1.479

Table 4.15 Metric Values for Dungeon and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
Dungeon
DungeonLM-GC-FE

NOCl
197
283

LOC
9988
11567

MI
154.64
157.11

RLC
0.0041
0.0045

MCI
0.634024
0.706995

CC
1.69
1.686

DungeonLM-FE-GC

282

11786

157.11

0.0044

0.691284

1.686

DungeonGC-LM-FE

283

11259

157.11

0.0047

0.738417

1.686

DungeonGC-FE-LM

281

11871

160.16

0.0048

0.768768

1.665

DungeonFE-LM-GC

284

11487

155.22

0.0047

0.729534

1.656

DungeonFE-GC-LM

283

11562

168.90

0.0050

0.8445

1.656

Table 4.16 Metric Values for FernFlower and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
FLR
FLRLM-GC-FE
FLRLM-FE-GC
FLRGC-LM-FE
FLRGC-FE-LM
FLRFE-LM-GC
FLRFE-GC-LM

NOCl
225
252
253
255
254
252
252

LOC
28989
29217
29209
29164
29160
29205
29152

MI
78.46
155.48
155.48
150.78
155.23
154.91
154.91

RLC
0.0017
0.0023
0.0023
0.0020
0.0019
0.0022
0.0022

MCI
0.133382
0.357604
0.357604
0.30156
0.294937
0.340802
0.340802

CC
3.414
3.356
3.355
3.367
3.369
3.356
3.37

Table 4.17 Metric Values for Jsmpp and its Refactored Versions
Java Project
Jsmpp
JsmppLM-GC-FE
JsmppLM-FE-GC
JsmppGC-LM-FE
JsmppGC-FE-LM
JsmppFE-LM-GC

NOCl
307
317
319
318
319
319

LOC
18873
19754
19759
19555
19566
19455

MI
68.46
110.57
119.15
118.7
118.4
95.64

RLC
0.0047
0.0035
0.0035
0.0036
0.0036
0.0039

MCI
0.321762
0.386995
0.417025
0.42732
0.42624
0.372996

CC
1.581
1.58
1.569
1.62
1.59
1.57

JsmppFE-GC-LM

318

19546

96.34

0.0038

0.366092

1.57
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Optimum Code Smell Removal Sequence Analysis

After summarising the results deduced from the above findings, we can conclude that the code
smell elimination sequence LM-FE-GC gives the most maintainable software. More than 50%
of the FRVs have maximum MI, MCI, NOCl and LOC and similarly more that 50% of the
FRVs have minimum RLC and minimum CC. Other code smell removal sequences yielded
average maintainability results. This leads us to believe that in order to achieve a good quality
code, firstly long method code smell should be removed, then feature envy and finally god
class. God Classes have a negative impact on the understandability and evolvability of a
software system [19]. As eliminating one code smell introduces another code smell in the
code, so the sequence LM-FE-GC leads to the conclusion that god class code smell should be
removed in the end. Though there is less number of instances of god class code smell in the
code, but their impact on maintainability is quite high. Similarly, the less impactful code smell
is feature envy and the least affecting code smell is long method.

4.4

Discussion on Research Objectives

This section gives a brief review about the analysis done according to the objectives
mentioned in Section 1.6.
Objective 1- To find whether removing code smells in different permutation sequences yields
different software maintainability.
Figures 4.1-4.7 represent the trend of various maintainability predicting metrics across
applications by following six different code smell elimination sequences. Maintainability of
the software cannot be determined by a single metric thus, various metrics have been taken
into account to analyse the trends in the values by applying six possible code smell removal
sequences. By the analysis of results it is found that the sequence LM-FE-GC produces
maximum refactored projects having maximum value of MI. The same sequence produces
minimum value of RLC and CC if followed to eliminate the three code smells namely, long
method, god class and feature envy. The sequence GC-LM-FE and FE-GC-LM produce
maximum value for MCI if used for code smell instances. However, LM-FE-GC produces
such a refactored code which has highest number of classes and maximum lines of code.
Table 4.17 gives a summary of the results that have been analysed in Section 4.2.
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For further analysis, the two sets Set I and Set II created have been analysed. It is found that
for the projects in Set I and Set II, LM-FE-GC gives maximum count of projects having
highest MI value while the same sequence gives minimum value of RLC and CC for the
projects contained in both the sets. However, the sequence FE-GC-LM has maximum value
of MCI for Set I projects while LM-GC-FE and LM-FE-GC have maximum MCI for Set II
projects. The refactored code thus created has maximum size and maximum number of
classes if LM-FE-GC is used to eliminate code smells.
Thus, it becomes evident that if code smells are eliminated in different permutations then
different values of the metrics are generated which reflect the maintainability of the software.
Table 4.18 Analysis of Code Removal Sequences against Maintainability
Code Smell Removal Sequence

Code Smell Removal Sequence

for Maximum Value

for Minimum Value

MI

LM-FE-GC

FE-LM-GC

RLC

LM-FE-GC

FE-GC-LM

MCI

FE-GC-LM

FE-LM-GC

CC

LM-FE-GC

GC-FE-LM

NOCl

LM-FE-GC

GC-FE-LM

LOC

LM-FE-GC

FE-LM-GC

Maintainability Metrics

Objective 2- To empirically find the code smell removal sequences that provide the most
maintainable software.
It can be observed from Table 4.18 that LM-FE-GC code smell removal sequence has
maximum values for MI and minimum values for RLC and CC. However, to achieve
maximum value of MCI, FE-GC-LM should be followed. The final refactored versions
obtained by the code smell elimination sequence LM-FE-GC have the maximum number of
classes and maximum lines of code. To obtain a refactored software having minimum NOCl
GC-FE-LM sequence gives the best results while FE-LM-GC sequence helps to achieve a
refactored code having minimum LOC.
These sequences show a different behavior when the analysis is done on the projects having
similar ratio of code smell instances. Section 4.2.7 discusses the optimum code smell removal
sequence to achieve desirable results for the projects with similar ratio of instances of code
smell.
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Chapter Summary

This chapter provided a detailed description of the sample applications and the results
produced by their non refactored and refactored versions. It presented steps of the proposed
approach, which were followed to carry out the experiment and ends with a discussion on the
evaluation metrics that were used to validate the approach. The chapter provided the most
optimum code smell removal sequence to achieve a maintainable and high quality software.
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Code smells are the indicators of the bad design structure of the software. Various refactoring
techniques and tools have been proposed to remove these code smells. But due to strict
deadlines the engineers and developers usually ignore the quality of the code that is being
hampered due to the presence of code smells. Various software engineering metrics are used
to assess the quality of the code and one of them is maintainability.
To this end, a novel approach is presented to achieve the most maintainable software. The
proposed approach starts with identifying the open source java applications. The values of
metrics predicting the maintainability are calculated for each java class of the subject under
study. Then prioritization of the classes is done on the basis of the results. The three code
smells long method, god class and feature envy are eliminated from the java applications in
six possible sequences. The code smell removal sequence which gives the most maintainable
software is then analysed. The proposed approach helps the researchers, developers and
engineers to save their time and produce the most maintainable software.

5.1 Conclusion
In this study, we empirically analysed and identified the code smell elimination sequence to
achieve high quality software. The study focuses on three impactful code smells i.e. long
method, god class and feature envy. The three code smells can be removed in 6 possible
permutations. The work focuses on the relation between maintainability of the code and the
sequence in which code smells are eliminated. In order to study the maintainability of the
code, 6 metrics affecting the quality of the code are chosen namely, Maintainability Index,
Relative Logical Complexity, Maintainability Complexity Index, McCabe’s Cyclomatic
Complexity, Number of Classes and Lines of Code.
The study is performed on two sets of sample applications, set I containing projects with less
than 100 classes and set II consisting of applications with more than 100 classes. The classes
in need of refactoring are prioritized against a new metric i.e. Maintainability Complexity
Index. The prioritization performed helps to identify the classes which need the refactoring
quite early in comparison to other classes. The original version of the application is refactored
by eliminating any one of the code smell and the version thus created is named as initial
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refactored version (IRV). The study is performed on 16 java applications so we get 16 IRVs.
Each of the IRV is refactored again by eliminating the rest of the two code smells. The code
smell free final application created is named as final refactored version (FRV). Thus we get 96
(16 * 6) FRVs. These 96 FRVs thus obtained are analysed for finding the results.
The results obtained suggest that LM-FE-GC sequence yields the most maintainable and the
highest quality software. The refactored application contains maximum number of classes and
maximum lines of code.

5.2

Future Work

The proposed approach achieves valuable results to determine the code smell removal
sequence to achieve maintainable software. However, some of the challenges were identified
while performing the work and thus, the work can be extended in the following ways:


Only the impact of code smell removal sequence on maintainability of the software is
determined but impact on other characteristics such as testability and program
comprehension can also be observed.



In this work, only three code smells have been removed but other code smells removal
might also be impactful in the maintenance of the software.



Some other class prioritization technique can also be developed to detect the classes
which are in the utmost need of refactoring.



Lastly, the work can be extended for other object oriented languages like C++, python.
The relation between maintainability and code smell removal sequence might be
different for the applications developed on other platforms.
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